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Abstract

This system paper describes the Xiaomi Trans-
lation System for the IWSLT 2022 Simul-
taneous Speech Translation (noted as SST)
shared task. We participate in the English-
to-Mandarin Chinese Text-to-Text (noted as
T2T) track. Our system is built based on the
Transformer model with novel techniques bor-
rowed from our recent research work. For
the data filtering, language-model-based and
rule-based methods are conducted to filter the
data to obtain high-quality bilingual parallel
corpora. We also strengthen our system with
some dominating techniques related to data
augmentation, such as knowledge distillation,
tagged back-translation, and iterative back-
translation. We also incorporate novel training
techniques such as R-drop, deep model, and
large batch training which have been shown to
be beneficial to the naive Transformer model.
In the SST scenario, several variations of
wait-k strategies are explored. Furthermore,
in terms of robustness, both data-based and
model-based ways are used to reduce the sen-
sitivity of our system to Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) outputs. We finally de-
sign some inference algorithms and use the
adaptive-ensemble method based on multiple
model variants to further improve the perfor-
mance of the system. Compared with strong
baselines, fusing all techniques can improve
our system by 2~3 BLEU scores under differ-
ent latency regimes.

1 Introduction

In the IWSLT 2022 Evaluation Campaign, our team
at Xiaomi AI Lab participates in one Simultane-
ous Speech Translation task (Anastasopoulos et al.,
2022), which is the Text-to-Text track in English
to Mandarin Chinese translation direction. We first
introduce the techniques used in our final submitted

∗Equal contribution.
† The work was done during the author’s internship at

Xiaomi.

system from four aspects: data, model, inference,
and robustness.

Data-related techniques are introduced from
two perspectives: data augmentation and domain-
related data selection. For data augmentation,
we employ technologies such as back-translation
(BT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a), knowledge distil-
lation (KD) (Kim and Rush, 2016), and iterative
back-translation (Hoang et al., 2018) etc. to gener-
ate large-scale synthetic bilingual datasets, which
have been proved to be very effective in the field
of machine translation. We also use the technology
of Tagged Back-Translation (TaggedBT) (Caswell
et al., 2019), that is, prepending a reserved token
<BT> to the beginning of the synthetic source sen-
tence in the training set, so that the model could
distinguish the originality of the source sentence.
Meanwhile, the effects of different combinations
of multiple training sets on the model performance
are explored. For domain-related data selection,
differences in the domains of the training and test
sets can have a large negative impact on the re-
sults on the test sets. To make the model obtain
domain-related knowledge as much as possible, we
apply the LM-based data selection technique (Axel-
rod et al., 2011) to select high-quality and domain-
related data from bilingual corpora.

In terms of model, since the submitted systems
will be ranked by the translation quality with three
latency regimes (low, medium, and high), partici-
pants are encouraged to submit multiple systems
for each regime to provide more data points for
latency-quality tradeoff analyses. Besides, we em-
pirically believe that different models have differ-
ent translation performance and inference latency
on T2T tasks, and they can complement each other,
so we build various advanced SST models (i.e.
BASEDEEP and BIGDEEP), which are all based
on deep Transformer model (Vaswani et al., 2017),
but have been empirically proven to outperform
the Transformer-Big model on the SST model. For
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the T2T track, the output of a streaming ASR sys-
tem (usually prefix of the entire source sentence)
will be fed into the SST system as input instead
of the gold transcript. So we adopt the wait-k
training strategy (Ma et al., 2019; Elbayad et al.,
2020) to meet the scenario of simulating simulta-
neous translation. In addition, we also employ the
R-Drop (Liang et al., 2021) and adaptive-ensemble
techniques (Zheng et al., 2020) which have also
been proven beneficial for translation models.

For inference, we empirically analyze the prob-
lems of our system in translation under low latency
(e.g. when k is equal to 3) and propose a con-
strained decoding strategy to wait for some spe-
cific words or phrases to appear before translation,
which can alleviate some translation issues of the
wait-k model in low-latency situations as much
as possible.

The input fed into the SST model is the output
of the ASR system, and according to the statistics
of previous researchers, the two error types ho-
mophones and words with a similar pronunciation
account for a large proportion in the output of the
ASR system. Therefore, in order to weaken the
model’s sensitivity to ASR output errors, we intro-
duce methods to enhance the model’s robustness to
both error types: homophones or words with a simi-
lar pronunciation. Additionally, a char-to-subwords
error correction model is further proposed to cor-
rect ASR errors before feeding into the translation
model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. We perform statistics on the data used and
introduce pre-processing in Section 2. Section 3
and 4 elaborate our systems, the techniques em-
ployed, and evaluation, followed by the main ex-
perimental results and ablation studies reported in
Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Sec-
tion 6.

2 Data

We introduce the data used in our system from the
following three aspects: statistics, pre-processing
and filtering.

Statistics. We use the allowed training sets,
which include MuST-C v2.0 1, CoVoST 2, TED

1https://ict.fbk.eu/must-c/
2https://github.com/facebookresearch/

covost

Bilingual data Size Filtered

Oral

MuST-C v2.0 360K

7.8M
CoVoST 870K

TED corpus 250K
OpenSubtitles2018 11.2M

News WMT2021 61.1M 45.3M
Total - 75.32M 53.1M

Table 1: The statistical results of all available bilingual
training sets.

corpus 3, OpenSubtitles2018 4, and the bilingual
corpus provided by WMT2021 5. We find that
the four datasets MuST-C v2.0, CoVoST, TED cor-
pus, and OpenSubtitles2018 are all datasets that are
biased towards the oral domain, so we combined
these four datasets as the training set in Oral do-
main. We also empirically treat WMT21 as the
training set in the News domain. The statistical
results of the original datasets are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Among them, all the available bilingual cor-
pora provided by WMT2021 includes: News Com-
mentary v16 (0.32M) 6, Wiki Titles v3 (0.92M),
UN Parallel Corpus V1.0 (15.9M), CCMT Corpus
(8.9M), WikiMatrix (2.6M), Back-translated news
(19.8M), and ParaCrawl v7.1 (14.2M). We use the
tst-COMMON test set (including 2, 841 sentences)
as the development set to validate our models.

Pre-processing. Sacremoses 7 is conducted
to normalize and tokenize English sentences. We
use the traditional and simplified conversion tool to
convert traditional Chinese text to simplified, use
the jieba 8 tool to segment Chinese sentences,
and remove redundant spaces in the text.

Rule-based Filtering. The training set is filtered
according to the following rules (the content in
parentheses after each item indicates the number
of sentence pairs remaining after the current step
of filtering is performed):

• We remove duplicate sentence pairs and
empty data in the training set (65.3M);

• We first use fast_align 9 to filter out sen-
3https://wit3.fbk.eu/2017-01-c
4https://opus.nlpl.eu/

OpenSubtitles2018.php
5https://www.statmt.org/wmt21/
6Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of parallel

sentence pairs
7https://github.com/alvations/

sacremoses
8https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
9https://github.com/clab/fast_align
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tence pairs with scores less than −7 and then
use Language Identification (LangID) tool 10

to remove those sentence pairs that do not
contain English or Chinese (55.9M);

• Sentence pairs in which more than 58% of the
tokens in the source sentences appear in the
target sentences are discarded (53.8M);

• Sentence pairs with a length ratio of source
to target or a length ratio of target to source
greater than 3.0, or sentence pairs containing
sentences with a length of more than 100 to-
kens are discarded (53.1M).

The size statistics of the training set on domains
Oral and News are shown in Table 1. The filtered
training set on the two domains contains 53.1M
sentence pairs, marked as s1 (as shown in Table 3).

Language-model-based Filtering. Drawing on
the method of Axelrod et al. (2011), we train two 5-
gram language models (denoted as lmin and lmout)
on English sentences in the MuST-C v2.0 (oral do-
main) and s1 (news domain) training sets respec-
tively. For each English sentence in s1, we use
lmin and lmout to calculate pplin and pplout re-
spectively. Sentence pairs in s1 are sorted in ascend-
ing order according to the value of pplin − pplout,
and the first 30M are selected as the parallel corpus
related to the oral domain. Finally, based on the
pre-trained language model, s1 is filtered into a
bilingual parallel corpus of size 30M related to the
oral domain (Fppl shown in Table 3).

3 Configurations

3.1 Model Settings
For the implementation of Transformer, we use the
code provided by fairseq11 (Ott et al., 2019). The
token-level batch size is set as about 250k on 8
GPUs for all the experiments. The learning rate
is set as 1e-3 for all models, which is controlled
by Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014). To
acquire strong baselines, dropout (Srivastava et al.,
2014) is used and set as 0.05 for all the models.
We use byte-pair encodings (BPE) (Sennrich et al.,
2016b) with 32k for all models. All submitted
models are trained by using s4 on 8 V100 GPUs
or 8 A100 GPUs. For training each model, we run
100k steps and save the model every 2.5k steps
with the early stop mechanism, which means that
if there are 10 consecutive checkpoints with no

10https://github.com/saffsd/langid.py
11https://github.com/pytorch/fairseq

improvement in BLEU on the development set,
then the training is terminated. The sizes of English
vocabulary and Chinese vocabulary are 33, 512 and
43, 048 respectively.

3.2 Evaluation
Following official automatic evaluation criteria, we
use BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) to evalu-
ate our system for translation quality. For trans-
lation latency, standard metrics average lagging
(AL) (Ma et al., 2020) is applied for simultane-
ous machine translation. In order to simulate the
speech-to-text translation latency for a text-to-text
task, we also use the officially provided noisy test
set tst-COMMON to simulate non-computation-
aware AL (NCA-AL), which are decoded with
the streaming ASR model and contain the source
timestamps 12. SimulEval 13 open-source tool is
employed to calculate BLEU and AL.

base_eadb big_exdy
Encoder layers a x
Decoder layers b y

Embedding Dim 512 2048

FFN Dim 1024 4096

Number of Heads 8 16

Table 2: The configurations of our deep Transformer
models. Note that the base_eadb model has an a-layer
encoder and a b-layer decoder, the encoder and decoder
of the big_exdy model have x and y layers respectively.
“Dim” means the dimension size.

4 Techniques

In this section, we elaborate the models we use and
the employed techniques.

4.1 Deep Architecture
Our submitted system uses two deep Transformer
models, named base_eadb and big_exdy. We use
the deep-norm technique proposed by Wang et al.
(2022) to train the deep models. The base_eadb
models we adopt contain an a-layer encoder and a b-
layer decoder with Transformer-base setting.
For big_exdy, we train deep Transformer models
with an x-layer encoder and a y-layer decoder by
leveraging Transformer-big setting. The de-
tailed model configuration is shown in Table 2. Our

12https://github.com/facebookresearch/
SimulEval/blob/main/docs/timestamps.md

13https://github.com/facebookresearch/
SimulEval
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Name Oral (7.8M) News (45.3M) Fppl (30M) Foral (6.5M) Size
s1 P P - - 53.1M
s2 P+TaggedBT+KD P+TaggedBT+KD - - 150M
s3 - - 1KD 2TaggedBTv1+3KDv1 48M
s4 - - 1KD 2P+2TaggedBTv2+3KDv2 58M

Table 3: Four training sets obtained according to different combinations of datasets. The detailed description of
Oral and News can be seen from Table 1. “P” means parallel data. “TaggedBT” represents tagged back-translation.
The numbers in front of “TaggedBT” or “KD” denote the number of models used to conduct back-translation and
knowledge distillation respectively. “v1” and “v2” respectively indicate that the first and second iteration of data
augmentation on the data in the corresponding columns. For rows s3 and s4 of the Fppl column, the 1KD data is
translated by using the en2zh_base_e25d6_s1 model.

final submitted system contains only 2 deep mod-
els: en2zh_base_e40d6 14 and en2zh_big_e12d6,
with 210M and 370M parameters, respectively.

4.2 R-Drop

All models are trained by using the R-Drop training
algorithm with the weight α set to be 5. More de-
tailed description of the R-Drop training algorithm
can be found in paper Liang et al. (2021).

4.3 Wait-k Strategies

Based on the naive wait-k algorithm proposed
by Ma et al. (2019), we build our systems and make
inference by using two variants of the wait-k
algorithm, the details are as follows.

Training. The first is effective wait-k pro-
posed by Elbayad et al. (2020), which means a
fixed k value is selected during training (named as
wait(k)), and the models are trained to generate
the target sentence concurrently with the source
sentence, but always k words behind. The second
is multi-path wait-k policies introduced by El-
bayad et al. (2020), which dynamically and ran-
domly select a value within the k-value interval
(such as [k, k+t]) for each batch during train-
ing (named as wait(k)-(k+t)).

Inference. At inference, we use two strate-
gies: single-k and adaptive-ensemble. For
single-k, corresponding to efficient wait-k,
a fixed value of k is set during decoding. When
the number of source tokens read minus the num-
ber of target tokens output is greater than or equal
to k, the decoding is performed to output a to-
ken. In addition, we conduct the waitmore strat-
egy. Specifically, when the read words are prepo-

14en2zh_base_e40d6 means the English-to-Chinese transla-
tion model including a 40-layer encoder and a 6-layer decoder
with Transformer-base setting.

sitions, punctuation, and other meaningless words,
we make k + 1, that is, wait for one more source
token. When the source has been read, we switch
to the regular model to do the rest of the decoding.

Another strategy is adaptive-ensemble. Specif-
ically, for multiple wait-k models, we test their
performance on each k value in the interval [1, 19],
and then determine the top three models corre-
sponding to each k value according to the model
confidence (log-probability). During the decoding
process, the k value starts from 1, and the upper
bound is 19. At the current value of k, the top
three models corresponding to the k value are used
for ensemble decoding, and the top-1 probability
value in the probability distribution is used as the
confidence. If it is higher than the preset threshold,
the decoding result is output, otherwise, the value
of k is incremented by 1. The settings are the same
as Zheng et al. (2020).

4.4 Data Augmentation

Back-translation (BT) (Sennrich et al., 2016a) and
knowledge distillation (KD) are very effective data
augmentation methods for the naive NMT model 15.
Here we empirically use the TaggedBT technique
proposed by Caswell et al. (2019), which has been
validated and concluded to be superior to BT. In
particular, we add a reserved tag <BT> at the be-
ginning of the source sentence in the training data
synthesized by BT, and the tag is treated in the
same way as all other tokens. Given the success
of Nguyen et al. (2020) and Wang et al. (2020),
we also adopt the ensemble method based on data
diversification. The details of our approach are as
follows.

Based on s1, we first train three English-to-
Chinese models and two Chinese-to-English mod-

15Compared with the wait-k model, we refer to the origi-
nal NMT model as the naive NMT model.
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els. We translate the Fppl training set by using
above 5 models, and construct two BT data (noted
as 2TaggedBT) and three KD data (noted as 3KD),
then merge Fppl, 2TaggedBT and 3KD before
deduplication to build corpus s2. For the Oral
training set, we use the existing model to translate
English into Chinese and sort in descending order
according to sentence-level BLEU, then save 6.5M
parallel corpus (denoted as Foral). Similarly, we
perform the first iteration on the Foral data, obtain-
ing two BT data (2TaggedBTv1) and three KD data
(3KDv1). We finally merge 1KD, 2TaggedBTv1,
and 3KDv1 before deduplication to build corpus s3.
Finally, we perform the second iteration (Hoang
et al., 2018) on the Foral data to obtain two BT
data (2TaggedBTv2) and three KD data (3KDv2).
1KD, two copies of Foral data, 2TaggedBTv2, and
3KDv2 are merged before deduplication to gener-
ate the training set s4.

Our final submission system contains the fol-
lowing deep models: en2zh_base_e40d6_s4 16 and
en2zh_big_e12d6_s4, both of which are trained on
data s4.

4.5 Robustness to ASR Noise

We propose two methods to improve the robustness
of the system to ASR output noise, and the two
methods are orthogonal.

Synthetic Noise Generation. The training set
Foral is further filtered to 5.6M based on the
sentence-level BLEU score between candidate and
reference. We randomly generate synthetic noise
on the English sentences in the filtered Foral to
form synthetic bilingual data, then merge it with
the authentic bilingual data to obtain final bilingual
data s5 (including 11M sentence pairs).

The specific process of generating noise is as
follows: for a word w, the Double Metaphone17

and CMU pronouncing dictionary18 are first used
to obtain the consonants of w, and then words with
the same consonants will be clustered together to
form cluster Cw, note that w 6∈ Cw. Finally, with a
probability of 5%, we either insert a word after w,
delete w, or replace w with the corresponding ho-
mophone, which is the word in Cw with the small-

16en2zh_base_e40d6_s4 means the English-to-Chinese
translation model which contains 40-layer encoder and 6-
layer decoder and adopts Transformer-base setting, the
model is trained on s4.

17Double Metaphone is a phonetic algorithm for indexing
words by their English pronunciation.

18https://github.com/cmusphinx/cmudict

est edit distance from w. en2zh_base_e40d6_s4
and en2zh_big_e12d6_s4 are finetuned on s5.

Error Correction Model. For the specific sce-
nario of streaming ASR, we construct examples
based on English sentences in Foral to train an er-
ror correction model: 1) insert, delete, replace or
reorder the characters in the words randomly, and
generate two noisy datasets on the entire sentence
pairs and one noisy dataset on the prefix pairs 19;
2) use the method proposed by Lee et al. (2018) to
generate the pronunciation sequence of each sen-
tence (with spaces reserved), and train a model to
generate subword sequences from the pronuncia-
tion sequence (BLEU score is 96), then we ran-
domly insert or delete spaces on the pronunciation
sequence to simulate the noise of speech segmen-
tation, and use the trained model to decode the
noisy pronunciation sequence, finally reserve the
decoding result different from the original sentence
(4M) as noise data; 3) up-sample 3 copies of the
authentic bilingual data in the entire sentence part,
then up-sample 2 copies of the authentic bilingual
data in the prefix part, and finally merge all bilin-
gual data (including 48M sentence pairs) and train
a char-to-subwords Transformer model for error
correction.

Models BLEU
en2zh_big_e6d6_s1 28.05

en2zh_big_e6d6_s3 28.94

en2zh_big_e6d6_s4 28.97

Table 4: The effect of training sets constructed with
different data augmentation strategies on model perfor-
mance.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Main Results

To verify the impact of each dataset on model per-
formance, we train three en2zh_big_e6d6 models
on s1, s3 and s4. Note that we also train a deep
model en2zh_big_e36d6 on s2, and the result is
28.90, which is comparable to the en2zh_big_e6d6
model on s4. Therefore, due to the large amount
of s2, we only use en2zh_big_e36d6_s2 for sub-
sequent data filtering and construction. The ex-
perimental results are listed in Table 4. As can
be seen that the domain-related data augmentation

19We randomly truncate the prefix of the sentence pair to
make the model aware of the scenario of streaming ASR.
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(Foral) boosts the baseline by 0.89 BLEU score,
but the iterative data augmentation does not seem to
bring more gains. In addition, we also explore iter-
ative data augmentation on en2zh_base_e40d6_s4
model, and the improvement is also not particularly
obvious (28.94->29.07), so our final submitted sys-
tems do not use iterative data augmentation. We
argue that the effectiveness of iterative data aug-
mentation is strongly related to both the training
sets and the model architectures.

According to the official, the latency thresholds
are determined by the NCA-AL, which represents
the delay to the perfect real time system. We finally
submit two systems, a single-model system for CA
scenarios and another adaptive-ensemble system
for NCA scenarios. More experimental results can
be found in (Anastasopoulos et al., 2022).

Models BLEU
en2zh_big_e6d6_s1 27.96

en2zh_big_e6d6_s1 + R-Drop 28.37

en2zh_big_e20d6_s1 + R-Drop 28.55

en2zh_big_e25d6_s1 + R-Drop 28.77

Table 5: The impact of R-Drop and deep models on
translation quality on the clean tst-COMMON test set.

5.2 Validation of R-Drop and Deep Model
For this ablation study, we train several models
on data s1 and use the clean development set to
verify the effectiveness of the R-Drop technique
and deep models. The experimental results are
shown in Table 5. It can be seen that the R-Drop
technology improves our strong baseline by 0.41
points, and the deep model further improves 0.4
BLEU scores. We employ both techniques in all
subsequent experiments.

5.3 Choice of k value
We empirically choose the optimal k-value or k-
value interval based on the quality-latency ratio
(QLR) on the development set.

Firstly, we train multiple en2zh_big_e6d6 mod-
els on the training set s1 (including 53.1 sen-
tence pairs) using different k-values under effec-
tive wait-k policy and different k-value intervals
under multi-path wait-k policy 20, then explore
the impact of different k-values and different k-
value intervals on QLR of decoding development

20Effective and multi-path wait-k policies correspond to
wait(k) and wait(k)-(k+t) as defined in the Training
paragraph in Section 4.3, respectively.

Figure 1: Comparison of QLR curves of different
wait-k strategies on the development set. “beam4”
denotes the naive decoding strategy with beam size 4.

set. For each policy, we test the BLEU scores un-
der different average laggings on the development
set, and draw the QLR curve, then compare the
pros. and cons. of different strategies, as shown
in Figure 1. As can be seen from Figure 1, when
the value of k is too small or too large, the over-
all effect is relatively poor (for example, k=9 and
k=21 correspond to the green and blue dashed lines
in the figure, both of which are located at the bot-
tom right). While wait17, wait9-15 and wait11-19
perform relatively well. Multi-path wait-k has
almost the same effect as the effective wait-k
policy, but has better robustness than the effective
wait-k. Based on the above verification, our final
submitted system includes the following 1 naive
model and 6 wait-k models:

• en2zh_big_e12d6_s4
• en2zh_base_e40d6_s4_wait17
• en2zh_base_e40d6_s4_wait9-15
• en2zh_base_e40d6_s4_wait11-19
• en2zh_big_e12d6_s4_wait17
• en2zh_big_e12d6_s4_wait9-17
• en2zh_big_e12d6_s4_wait11-19

Models BLEU
Baseline 19.02

+ Synthetic Noise Generation 19.23

+ Error Correction Model 20.28

Table 6: Performance comparison of different methods
to improve the model’s robustness to ASR noise.

5.4 Robustness to ASR Noise

We explore the performance of our two methods on
the noisy tst-COMMON test set provided by the
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Figure 2: The benefits of the error correction model
under the two inference strategies of single-k and
adaptive-ensemble.

official, and the results are shown in Table 6. It
can be seen that the data-driven method has an im-
provement of 0.21 points compared to the baseline
model. The error correction model is leveraged
to correct the input before feeding the input into
the translation model, which can further bring an
improvement of 1.05 BLEU scores. We also ver-
ify the effect of the error correction model on the
single model and ensemble model under different
average laggings, the results are shown in Figure 2.
It can be seen that the error correction model can
significantly and consistently improve translation
quality at both high and low latency, whether on
single-k or adaptive-ensemble strategies.

5.5 Effect of Adaptive-ensemble

We use the inference strategy of single-k and
adaptive-ensemble (introduced in the Inference
paragraph in Section 4.3) to decode the develop-
ment set, respectively, and then compare these two
methods with the baseline model, and the results
are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the QLR
of the single-k strategy is significantly improved
compared to the baseline model, and the adaptive-
ensemble strategy brings further improvement.

6 Conclusion

We elaborate on the Xiaomi Text-to-Text Simulta-
neous Speech Translation System for the IWSLT
2022 in this paper. We first investigate the current
mainstream techniques such as deep model and R-
drop to construct a relatively strong baseline model,
then explore various data augmentation techniques
such as TaggedBT, KD, and iterative BT to further
improve the translation quality of the deep model.

Then, we adopt the efficient wait-k strategy

Figure 3: Comparison of QLR curves of baseline
model, single-k decoding and adaptive-ensemble de-
coding on the development set.

and the multi-path wait-k strategy to improve the
translation quality of the system on the streaming
output text which simulates the ASR output, and
design some rule-based inference algorithms to
remedy the obvious translation errors under low
latency.

In order to alleviate the negative impact of the
noise contained in the streaming ASR output on our
system, we propose two error correction methods
to improve the robustness of the model, so that the
system has a significant improvement on the noisy
inputs.

In the future, we will explore the effect of ways
to mitigate exposure bias (Zhang et al., 2019) and
pre-trained models, such as BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 2020), on the text-to-
text simultaneous speech translation task.
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